
I have always loved using my hands. Feeling the movement of the pencil creating

smooth elegant lines, or chunky fun shapes. It makes creating and designing more personal to

me, like there is actually a piece of me put into the paper. I believe that is what makes a design

stand out, the care and thought behind the piece. One of my favorite things about graphic

design is that I get to explore two of my favorite things at the same time: art and problem

solving. Often throughout my work graphic design and hand drawn art are working together to

make a beautiful, finished piece. Evidence of this can be seen in Genuine Toy Co., Bookworms

Paradise, the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, and Cultivate.

One of the ways that I use the love of drawing in my work is hand lettering logos. This

can be seen in Genuine Toy Co. My process began with sketching ideas in a sketchbook to

scanning the chosen one in to procreate where I finalized the sketch. I finished it off by

transferring it to illustrator where I used the pen tool to make the logo clean and slick, with the

swooping elegant lines. The whole process is interesting to me, but my favorite part is sketching

out the letters. I love how typefaces have their own personalities. From swooping lines to

sophisticated serifs to classy sans serifs. In Genuine Toy Co. I got to create a whole personality

for this logo. The angled logo with the curving swooping lines speaks to the past in a fun

nostalgic way but also adds modern touches. Genuine Toy Co. can be described as “a totally

unique shopping experience where they will surprise you with toys you grew up with but haven't

seen for ages, exciting new toys, games and kits, and toys that will captivate the imagination of

young and old alike”. I was inspired by this and created a design brand that brings their ideas to

life with a vintage but updated style and a custom hand drawn logo.



I love learning new things and hearing other people's stories and point of view. I believe

that any time spent on these things is not time wasted. Bookworms Paradise is a piece that tells

an illustrated story. It is based on the idea of creating a map. I wanted to create a map that

represented more than a physical place. I began thinking about all the stories and tales I grew

up reading and that others would also have a connection to. I was inspired by the experience

when reading a book of being transported to a whole new place and living a different life. It isn’t

just flat words on a page, but a whole new world to explore. I used pencil drawn illustrations to

bring these stories together to interact all in one book.

Illustrations can also be seen in The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy pieces. I created

some merch for one of my all time favorite books. Everyone should take the time to relax and

enjoy a good laugh. There is no greater book to do that with than The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the

Galaxy by Douglas Adams. I designed a series of items based on the quote, “so long and

thanks for all the fish.” This inspiration for this one came from the image in my head when I read

this scene in the book. In the book dolphins are smarter than humans and know that the earth is

going to be destroyed so they leave saying “so long and thanks for all the fish.” I imagined a

dolphin swimming throughout space and was inspired by the surrealist qualities it possessed. It

has always interested me to do things that are unexpected while also telling a story.

In Cultivate I had to complete an entire branding system for a gardening supply store

called Cultivate. The branding exhibits fun but classy designs with sketchy flowers and vines

that grow in weave through all of the different types of products.  The style of the design is

inspired by scientific illustration. I wanted to give the personal touch of the hand drawn designs

while also communicating the looks and texture of the flowers. Scientific illustration is important

to understanding the world around us. It is in our textbooks and was used to explain and

diagram before we had the technology we have today. I believed that this approach was the

best to give the aesthetic that I wanted while also informing the viewer about what they were



purchasing. The buyers for Cultivate would be average to experienced gardeners (or new

gardeners who like cute packaging)  who would know what the flowers they were buying looked

like. The illustrations would be inviting and fun with the natural homey feel. Cultivate would

mainly be sold in garden stores or online, places where gardeners who knew what they were

looking for would be shopping.

Seeing beautiful designs in the everyday world and having the opportunity to contribute

to it is what inspires me. I chose to go down the path of graphic design because of the

problem-solving aspect that it contains. I love being able to communicate with the client and

solve their design problems using clever thinking, smart layouts, and beautiful typography. An

example of this can be seen in my Typographics 2020 pieces. I used the prompt of branding the

Typographics design conference. Included is a fun booklet explaining the schedule of the

conference and the speakers, a bag for merch, and the website. In the branding I focused on

typography and the use of graphics and designs that brought out my chosen typefaces. Out of

planning and exploration came the result of using geometric designs and a strict grid to

complement the typography. The typeface for the logo is a chunky, fun, and geometric style. To

focus on the typography I kept a simple color scheme with a warm color and a cool color, both

with differing values. I believe that graphic design should not only be beautiful, but functional as

well. This was designed so that it can be functional in black and white as well without losing any

of the visual cues that are used throughout the brand. This same design theme can be seen

consistently throughout the entire branding for Typographics 2020.

The Reason I have chosen SAIC is because of my love of knowledge and the many

areas of art and design I'm interested in. I love this school's personalized approach that will give

me the opportunity to take classes in the subjects I love without getting three more separate

degrees (I love knowledge, but I do want to graduate eventually). The well-designed booklets

that I was sent in the mail from SAIC didn't hurt your case either. As I continue to progress as an



artist, I hope that the School of the Art Institute of Chicago will be a part of my journey in art and

design. For more information on me and my portfolio, visit my website at rachelwixson.com


